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9 Steps to Hiring the Right Person for the Job 

Step #1 – Be clear about what the responsibilities of the position are.  Have a Position 
Agreement written, at least the first page with Primary Function, Major Responsibility, and Sills 
& Qualifications. See “6 Steps for Writing Great Position Agreements.” 

Step #2 – When recruiting for a new hire, tell everyone you know that you are looking for 
someone.  Give them the first page of the Position Agreement that shows the primary function, 
5-7 major responsibilities and skills and qualifications.  Make sure to tell your other staff – they
are an ideal source for finding new employees.

If a senior management level in the company, look at using a headhunter.  Choose a 
headhunter that has placed people in these positions before (several) and in your industry. 

Have resumes sent to a generic mail box, not your own personal email, and always request they 
send resume with cover letter.  This will tell you how interested a candidate is and how well 
they follow instructions, but also allow them to share a personal note expressing their interest. 

Step #3 – Do a visual screening of resume or application.  Have they ever done this work 
before?  How stable are they – do they change jobs every year or two?  Are there large gaps 
between jobs?  Does their background meet the skills and qualification requirements on your 
Position Agreement?  

Step #4 – Do a phone screening interview of those who qualified in step #3.  Keep it brief (15 to 
30 minutes max – and only that long if they sound like a real potential).  This step will keep you 
from wasting time doing face to face interviews with people who are not really a right fit.   

A few phone interview question examples are: 
1. Why are you leaving?  Why did you leave your prior position (listen for a theme)?
2. Tell me about your current position. (listen for applicability to this job)
3. Did you manage others (if applicable) if so, how many? (listen for experience)

For a more in-depth list of questions see my document titled “Interview Questions – Phone.” 
For ideas of specific types of questions to ask and what to listen for.  

Step #5 – Do an in-person interview.  Use my document titled “Interview Questions (in 
Person)” as a guide for what questions to ask.  
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Tips when interviewing a candidate: 
• Give candidate copy of Position Agreement before they came in to meet with you so

they are prepared.
• Always let the candidate talk more than you do.
• Give them an overview of the company and the job to start, but keep it brief.
• Ask open ended questions, not yes, no questions
• If you like them a lot, you’ll want to lead them to answers, be mindful of this – they may

not be a right fit.
• Have more than yourself interview them – choose another key person in company or

someone who has expertise in the area you are hiring for.   This will allow you to get
another objective view on the person.

In a tight labor market, you may be inclined to want to hire the first person you interview, but 
that can be a huge mistake. It’s a good practice to interview at least three people for any 
position. 

Step #6 – Evaluate each candidate using my “Interview Evaluation” form, identifying all key 
areas to determine if they are a fit for the position.  You may think you’ll remember them, but 
after the 2nd interview, you will forget – I promise!   

Have all people who interview the candidate complete the form.  This makes the final screening 
much easier and provides an objective view of each candidate.   

Evaluate candidates side by side to assess who is the best fit by comparing what you wrote 
down on these forms. 

Step #7 - If you are really interested in the candidate, always bring them back for a second 
interview before making an offer, particularly for mid to high level positions.  You will be 
amazed at how people can show up differently the second time.  

Step #8 – Check references between the first and second interview.  Some good questions to 
ask would be:  Tell me about _____’s: 

• Reliability and Dependability: (did they show up to work on time consistently?)
• Honesty and Credibility
• Ability to develop business (if applicable)
• Leadership Skills (if applicable)
• Relationship with peers
• Relationship with managers
• Would you hire them again?

They are limited to what they can say to you, so sometimes you must listen for what they 
DON’T say just as much as what they do say. 
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Step #9 – Make an offer or let them know you have chosen another candidate who’s a better 
fit.  When making an offer provide the candidate with written confirmation of salary and 
benefits. If using a headhunter, they may work as your intermediary for this. 

If the position has fiscal responsibility (i.e. CFO, Controller, Accounting Manager, General 
Manager), it’s a good idea to run a background check and credit report.  Your headhunter 
would have the resources for doing this. 
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